CNS Research Review Agenda, Thursday, May 9, 2024

8:30 a.m.  Breakfast [Computer Science and Engineering building at UC San Diego, Room 1242]

9:00 a.m.  Welcome and Round Table Introductions
Stefan Savage and George Porter, CNS Co-Directors and CSE Professors

9:15 a.m.  TBD - Session Chair
- Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD
- Talk TBD (15)
  Presenter: TBD
- Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD

10:30 a.m.  Break and Informal Interaction (30 minutes)

10:45 a.m.  TBD - Session Chair
- Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD
- Talk TBD (15)
  Presenter: TBD
- Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD

12:00 p.m.  Group Photograph [Bear Sculpture outside of Computer Science and Engineering]

12:15 p.m.  Lunch [CSE Room 1202]

1:45 p.m.  TBD - Session Chair
- Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD
- Talk TBD (15)
  Presenter: TBD
- Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD

3:15 p.m.  Break and Informal Interaction (30 minutes)
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3:45 p.m.  TBD - Session Chair
• Talk TBD (15)
  Presenter: TBD
• Talk TBD (15)
  Presenter: TBD
• Talk TBD (15)
  Presenter: TBD
• Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD

5:00 p.m.  Lightning Talks – Graduate Students and Industry Representatives (30 minutes)

6:00 p.m.  Graduate Student Poster Session and Dinner Reception
  [15th Floor at the Village]

Day Two / CNS Research Review Agenda, Friday, May 10, 2024

9:00 a.m.  Breakfast [Computer Science and Engineering building at UC San Diego, Room 1242]

9:30 a.m.  TBD - Session Chair
• Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD
• Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD
• Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD
• Talk TBD (15)
  Presenter: TBD
• Talk TBD (30)
  Presenter: TBD

11:45 a.m.  Open Floor [Feedback from company representatives]

12:00 p.m.  Lunch and CNS Research Review Conclusion [CSE Room 1202]

CNS Research Review Conclusion